2016 RPTA Production Technical Seminar
May 16-17
Duke Energy Convention Center
Cincinnati, OH

MONDAY, MAY 16

1:30-3:00 PM

SESSION 1 - HOT TOPICS
MODERATOR: TIM HAGENBUCH, WESTROCK

UPDATE ON MINERAL OIL HYDROCARBONS REGULATIONS IN EUROPE
PAUL NOE, AF&PA

MINERAL OILS FROM THE INK MANUFACTURERS’ PERSPECTIVE
GEORGE FUCHS, NAPIM

OFFSETTING THE COSTS OF RECYCLED FIBER WASTES
PAUL FOWLER, WISCONSIN INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-STEVENS POINT

3:30-5:00 PM

SESSION 2 – ADVANCES IN PRESSING TECHNOLOGY
MODERATOR: TIM HAGENBUCH, WESTROCK

RECYCLED PAPERBOARD MANUFACTURERS ACHIEVE IMPROVED PERFORMANCE WITH UNIQUE PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
ERIC GUSTAFSON, XERIUM

IMPROVED UHLE BOX DEWATERING
FARHAD FEREYDOONZAD, VALMET

HIGH PERFORMANCE PRESSING ON RECYCLED PAPERBOARD
RICK PHILLIPS, ASTEN JOHNSON
2016 RPTA Production Technical Seminar
May 16-17
Duke Energy Convention Center
Cincinnati, OH

Tuesday, May 17

8:00 -10:00 AM

Session 3 – Improving Pulper Operations
Moderator: Chris Wetherford, PaperWorks Industries

Low Energy Pulper Production
Greg Sleeper, GL&V USA Inc.

Opportunities and Approaches for Improving Broke Pulping
Hanna Jokinen, Valmet

Pulper Upgrades: Process Considerations and Performance Expectations
William Pitman, Voith

Hydraflow Continuous Detrashing; A Proven Innovative Detrashing Technology for Continuous Recycled Paper Pulpers
Chris Demler, Kadant Black Clawson

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM

Session 4 – Improving Dryer Performance
Moderator: Chris Wetherford, PaperWorks Industries

Paper Machine Dryer Section Troubleshooting
Jean Desharnais, Enerquin Air

Managing Siphon Life in Dryers 48 Inches and Smaller
Rick Hall, Steam Systems, Inc.

Overview of Steam System Optimization
Mike Soucy, Kadant Johnson